
Revo Announces World's First AI Product
Manager

Mehdi Djabri, CEO of Revo, introducing the world's

first AI Product Manager to an audience of product

leaders in San Francisco

Revolutionizing how teams build and

manage products with the first dedicated

Product Agent

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, June 20, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Revo announces

the world's first AI product manager,

promising to revolutionize the way

product teams work by combining the

strengths of human creativity and

artificial intelligence.

"Revo was born out of a deep

understanding of the challenges

product teams face daily," said Mehdi

Djabri, Co-founder and CEO of Revo.

"As a former Chief Product Officer, I've experienced firsthand the struggle to balance impactful

and strategic initiatives with routine tasks, make data-driven decisions, and deliver exceptional

products. Revo addresses these pain points head-on, empowering teams to unlock their full

potential. It's like having a tireless, data-driven copilot by your side, helping you navigate the

Revo allows product leaders

to increase their scope and

impact and benefit from

truly superhuman

awareness.”

Mehdi Djabri

complexities of product management and execute at the

highest level."

With Revo, product teams can:

- Leverage proactive, data-driven insights from multiple

sources to make informed strategic decisions.

- Automatically manage user feedback and extract key

actionnable insights from multiple sources.

- Effortlessly manage sprints, ensuring optimal resource allocation and on-time delivery.

http://www.einpresswire.com


- Streamline roadmap planning and execution with intelligent, actionable recommendations.

- Assist in product management tasks such as writing PRDs, user stories, and managing the

product backlog.

- Conduct comprehensive market research and competitive analysis to identify opportunities

and maintain a competitive edge.

- Continuously learn and adapt to evolving team needs and product goals.

Who is Revo for?

Whether you have an established PM team that could benefit from an AI PM or you're a startup

without a dedicated PM, Revo can adapt to your needs. It can complement an existing PM team,

supercharging their capabilities, or act as a standalone PM for teams that don't have one,

ensuring that the product development process is data-driven, efficient, and customer-centric.

Revo's Human/AI Hybrid approach amplifies human creativity, domain expertise, and strategic

vision with unparalleled insights, efficiency, and scalability of AI. The result? A new breed of

super-powered product managers who can drive unparalleled innovation and deliver exceptional

products.

"Revo is here to augment and empower human product managers, not replace them,"

emphasized Mehdi Djabri. "By leveraging the strengths of both humans and AI, we can unlock

new levels of productivity and innovation, and ultimately build products that truly delight and

inspire."

Industry endorsements: 

"I had the privilege of getting a sneak peek at Revo, and I believe it's going to be a game-changer.

Revo will augment us PMs, enabling us to operate at a completely new level. It's truly exciting to

imagine the elevated impact and expanded scope it will unlock." - Morgan David de Lossy,

Principal Product Manager at Adobe

"For small teams like ours that don't really see the need for an embedded PM yet, using an AI

like Revo to enable all team members to do Product Management is key." - David Okuniev, Co-

founder Typeform/Float 

Security and Compliance:



Security and compliance are non-negotiable for Revo. With enterprise-grade security features

and full certification by independent third-party auditors, Revo maintains the highest standards

of data protection, privacy, and confidentiality. SOC 2 Type II, ISO 27001, and ISO 27701

compliance ensure that teams can innovate with confidence.

How to get exclusive access:

Each month, Revo's team onboards a select few teams as part of their First-Mover Cohorts,

offering a personalized, white-glove onboarding experience. This includes custom setup,

comprehensive data integration, workflow integration, and ongoing access to its full suite of AI

product management capabilities.

To learn more about joining our next First-Mover Cohort and to get a demo of Revo, visit

www.revo.pm. 

About Revo

Revo is the world's first AI product manager, designed to revolutionize the way products are

built. By combining cutting-edge artificial intelligence with human expertise, Revo empowers

product teams to make faster, smarter decisions, automate routine tasks, and deliver

exceptional products. With enterprise-grade security and compliance, Revo is trusted by leading

companies to drive innovation and redefine what's possible in product development.
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